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§  Reference annotation is an essential element in corpus-linguistic 
research at the interface of syntax and discourse structure.

§  We propose a representation based on a semantically plausible model 
distinguishing referring expressions, discourse referents, and links.
§  Neater representation of grammatical vs. semantic features and of 

phenomena of indirect reference (“bridging”)
§  More efficient annotation of longer stretches of natural discourse
§  Integrated in a multilayer stand-off annotation in compliance with 

TEI-ISO standards: MAF [1], SynAF [2], RAF [3]
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§  Separation of primary data (transcription) and secondary data 
(annotations)

§  Incremental build-up of annotation layers
§  Three-way distinction of reference-related features

§  Local grammatical features (grammatical gender, number, person) 
and sentence-bound discourse features (information status) apply 
to referring expressions.

§  Inherent semantic features of referents (animacy, cardinality, 
specificity, concreteness/abstractness) apply to the referents.  
Their values are constant over the entire discourse.

§  Relations between referents (subset, partOf) are recognized as 
permanent, allowing for a better representation of so-called 
bridging phenomena in discourse.

Model features

Background and previous work

§  User-friendly visualization and query interface (in ANNIS)
§  Integration of different levels of information structure analysis

§  [±topical] as feature of a referring expression?
§  Markup of focus domains directly on syntactic phrases?

§  Further expansion of the multilayer architecture to the analysis of other 
cross-sentential phenomena, e.g., rhetorical structure, dialogue analysis

Future work
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§  Multilingual corpus project on French, Spanish, Persian, and Catalan
§  Spontaneous speech data elicited in a game task
§  More info: www.sgscorpus.com

§  Building on extensive work on (stand-off) representation of referring 
expressions and referential links [4,6] and types of links [5]

§  So far, no existing models making a clean distinction between 
expression-related and entity-related features and links
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